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Nigerian officials have vowed to clear all remaining obstacles to a 
long-delayed expansion of the Bonny Island liquefaction plant by 
the end of this year. The managing directors of state-run Nigerian 
National Petroleum Corp. (NNPC) and Nigeria LNG (NLNG) 
recently reaffirmed their commitment to building a seventh train, with 
NLNG hoping for a final investment decision (FID) by October, the 
20th anniversary of the 22 million ton per year plant’s start-up. But 
some industry sources reckon Nigeria may have left it too late to plug 
the global supply gap. According to one, the forecast LNG shortfall in 
the early 2020s is “quickly disappearing” as projects elsewhere get the 
go-ahead, with FIDs this year set to overtake 2005’s record of 50 mil-
lion tons/yr. Indeed, some analysts believe that more project sanctions 
in the next few months could lead to a surplus from 2026 onward. 

The expansion was first proposed 15 years ago, but successive 
FID deadlines have come and gone, complicated by financing 
and politics. NLNG, which is partly owned by NNPC, said earlier 
this year it would not set a new deadline for sanctioning the 8 
million ton/yr train until front-end engineering and design (Feed) 
was completed (WGI Mar.6’19). The Feed technical work has 
now reportedly been done and commercial elements were due to 
be submitted by the end of July. Groups led by KBR and Saipem 
were last month understood to be bidding for the engineering, 
procurement and construction contract.

The Nigerian Content Development Monitoring Board has also 
approved procurement plans for the project and associated LNG tankers, 
research fellow at the Oxford Institute for Energy Studies Claudio Steuer 
says, adding that more than 10,000 jobs are expected to be created dur-
ing the construction phase. But “another complication has been the delay 
passing specific sector regulation for new investments in the gas sector, 
still to be concluded,” he says. Steuer believes Nigerian politics remains 
the biggest potential drag on progress, along with “NNPC’s ability to 
finance its 49% equity share in NLNG, upstream funding of oil and gas 
projects to supply natural gas to NLNG, and the amount of new gas sup-
ply expected for power generation and the domestic market.”

Steuer says the expansion looks competitive. Capital spending 
is estimated at around $538 per ton/yr, while liquefaction costs are 
roughly $1.90 per million Btu. “NLNG is debt free with strong 
cash flow generation, and securing the desired $7 billion financing 
on competitive terms should not be a significant problem for NLNG 
and the strong shareholders,” he says. In addition to NNPC, NLNG 
is owned by Royal Dutch Shell with 25.6%, Total with 15% and 
Eni with 10.4%. It is relying on them to help it raise loans to fund 
both its share of downstream costs and develop feeder gas fields, 
although some sources believe the majors could be distracted by 
LNG investments elsewhere. 

There has been some movement on the upstream projects 
expected to feed Train 7, but there remains the usual chicken and egg 
situation in terms of which will come first, says Lennert Koch, prin-
cipal analyst at consultancy Wood Mackenzie. Partner alignment on 
feedstock is a challenge. If the Train 7 ownership structure is the 
same as NLNG’s, “that would require a supply contract for each of 
the upstream joint ventures,” Koch says. “Getting that alignment in 
place during the next two months” could be tricky. Right now, Eni 
is delivering too little gas into the existing six trains and Total is 
making up the difference, which leaves the French major with insuf-
ficient gas for reservoir optimization.

Key Shell-operated projects expected to contribute feedstock 
include the HA scheme on license OML 77, for which it has started 
Feed prequalification, with FID targeted for mid-2020; the HI 
scheme on license OML 144, expected to supply 500 million cubic 
feet per day (5.2 billion cubic meters per year); and the massive 
Bonga South West deepwater project. Bids for the Bonga South 
West floating production and storage unit were due in late July, but 
bidders were given extra time to send in prices and sort out local 
content issues. Shell last December took FID on the 600 MMcf/d 
Assa North/Ohaji South project, which Steuer says should supply 
the domestic market as well as the seventh train. n
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